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The Graduate Management Training Scheme at The New
Foscote Hospital is a fundamental element of our talent
management initiative. It aims to ensure that high potential
individuals are developed and retained so that they can help
to consolidate, and build upon, our reputation as a private
boutique private hospital. 

The schemes series of placements are designed to build a
working knowledge of all non-clinical departments, whilst
learning about and supporting the various clinical teams.
Placements are augmented by training, mentoring and project
ownership, enabling participants to be well-placed to apply for
managerial positions at the end of the scheme. 

It is intended that during the course of the training scheme, all
trainees will develop the skills and experience necessary to
move into management and leadership positions in their future
career. 

The training scheme is only as good as those who apply and
are selected. If you wish to make a significant contribution and,
at the same time, develop a range of important skills, this
handbook will help you to find out more about what the
scheme entails.

Introduction 
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Thomas Valentine
Head of People, Culture & Talent



The New Foscote Hospital has been successfully established in Banbury for over
40 years and has provided services and treatments to thousands of people from
across the region during this time. We have over 50 consultants, all of whom are
leaders in their specialist fields and choose to hold their private practices here,
working alongside our friendly, highly qualified and experienced nursing and
support teams.

About The Hospital 
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Cardiology
Cosmetic, Plastic & Reconstructive surgery 
Dermatology 
Dietetics 
Ear, Nose & Throat surgery 
Endocrinology 
Endoscopy
Gastroenterology 
General surgery 
Gynaecology 
Maxillofacial & Oral surgery

We offer a range of treatments including:

 

Ophthalmology
Orthopaedics 
Pain Management 
Physiotherapy 
Psychology 
Radiology 
Rheumatology 
Spinal & Neurosurgery 
Urology 
Vascular surgery   



The Graduate Management Training Scheme aims to develop high potential individuals into future leaders
over a two-year period. Trainees will undertake six placements in departments across the hospital over a 12
month period where they will be mentored by a senior member of each team. After the six placements, the
trainee will experience a hands-on week with four of our Clinical Managers, and then deliver three projects 
 over a further three-month period, before specialising in one or two original departments for their
remaining 8 months. 

The training scheme is overseen by the Head of People, Culture & Talent,  who will meet with trainees for a one-
to-one discussion at every key transition and mile stone to check on their progress and reflect on the next steps
in their personal development, as well as providing pastoral support and further learning and development
opportunities. On a day-to-day basis the scheme is managed by the relevant head of department.

The training element of the scheme is provided mainly through practical, on-the-job experience and trainees are
free to discuss their development needs with their placement manager or the Head of People, Culture & Talent.
The duration of the scheme can be flexible so if the ideal job opportunity comes up before the two-year period
you can discuss options for applying to it with the Scheme Director.

About the Graduate 
Management Training Scheme
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Example Placements

 
Marketing
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Year Two:

 

Finance

 

Finance
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Radiology

 & Imaging 
 

 
Governance

 
Patient 
Pathway

Key Project in Clinical
Departments

1 Month

Marketing

Departmental 
Placements 

2 Months

Clinical Management
Rotation
1 Month

Specialist Department 
Placement(s)
4/8 Months

 
HR

 
Clinical

Management 
Rotation

 

Each placement is different depending on the role of the department and work can vary from arranging meetings
and taking minutes to organising and developing major strategic projects. There are six diverse departments
which host placements: Estates, Finance, Governance, Human Resources, Marketing and Patient Pathway. In the
first year, a trainee will spend 2 months within each to ensure a fully rounded experience.  In the second year
trainees will then spend a month rotating between the managers of some of our clinical departments, which can
include Endoscopy, Outpatients, Physiotherapy, Radiology & Imaging, Theatre and the Ward. They will then
choose three clinical departments in which they will deliver a key strategic project, spending a month on each.
Afterwards they will choose one or two of the departments from Year One to specialise within for the remaining 8
months of the scheme. 

Example One
Year One:

Year One:

Year Two:

Example Two

 
Clinical

Management 
Rotation

 

 
HR

 

Marketing

 

Patient 
Pathway

 
Governance

 

Finance
 

Estates



Estates

In Estates you will gain experience in
facilities management by supporting
the delivery of services throughout
the hospital. You will work within the
Housekeeping, Catering,
Maintenance and Grounds
departments which are all important
services in our functional operation.
Other key areas of involvement will
include planning building repairs,
development & renovations,
managing projects and sourcing
service contractors and tradesmen
There are also diverse teams of staff
within the differing functions that fall
under the Estates department that
require various approaches to
leadership and management,
building your skills as a diverse and
proactive future manager.

Projects in Estates may include:

• Networking & sourcing with a
variety of outstanding tradesmen for
future developments
• Supporting the Head of Estates
with developmental plans with
architects and surveyors
• Analysing key historical financial
data to inform current and future
strategic decision-making 
• Coordinating a review and
improvement implementation for the
grounds to improve the initial
hospital impression of visitors &
patients
• Developing new processes and
procedures within the Housekeeping
to improve efficiency and quality
standards 
• Researching new trends in healthy
eating, food trends, patient menu
feedback and dietary requirements
to improve the food provision at the
hospital

Governance

Working with the team you will gain
experience in all aspects of
governance, regulatory
requirements and compliance.
You will have an interesting role to
play in working with all clinical and
non-clinical departments in ensuring
all the protocols and procedures are
adhered to in line with national
guidelines.
You will also develop your expertise
in understanding how clinical areas
function and further knowledge in
dealing with our regulators such
Care Quality Commission, UKAS and
celebrating the hospital achieving a
rating of “Outstanding”. This
placement will give trainees a solid
foundation in negotiation,
confidence and attention to detail.

Projects in Governance may include:

• Establishing links in governance
with neighbouring NHS hospitals
and collaboration work
• Setting up and monitoring clinical
audits
• Clinical incident reporting
monitoring
• Conducting a strategic review of
current policies and procedures and
ensuring they are updated and in
line with modern requirements
• Attending governance meetings
• Liaising with clinical staff and
colleagues in all governance issues
• Production of compliance reports
• Overseeing of patient complaints
• Submission of statuary reports on
predetermined time intervals

Finance

Finance is a driving force behind so
many decisions made in the
hospital. Finance is a multi faceted
function with a heavy focus on
business partnering. We are at the
forefront of decision making and
therefore tasks and responsibilities
that you may get involved in are
varied including – calculating
profitability, sourcing materials,
processing payments, liaising with
insurance companies to minimise
debt, financial control - the list and
opportunities are endless. Finance is
a key area of knowledge that any
successful future manager needs to
unlock and you will develop key
skills in relationship management,
resource control, business acumen
and partnering, and negotiation.

Projects in Finance may include:

• Forecasting cash flows
• ROI calculations
• Procedure profitability analysis
• Financial Analysis
• Cost saving ideas
• Implementation of LEAN/Six
Sigma processes
• Liaison with patients/insurers on
queries
• Development of PAR stock levels
• Development and implementation
of new procurement locations
• Development and implementation
of stock databases

Departmental Placements
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Marketing

Working within this exciting
department requires a real mix of
creative and scientific thinking. You
will be exposed to the inner
workings of all the hospital
departments as you seek to
understand their services and their
marketing needs, and translate
these into marketing campaigns that
highlight our unique selling points
and value to our customers. You will
gain experience in the
understanding and running of all
hospital services, and learn how to
engage clinical referrers and
patients through the mediums of
database management, email
marketing, internal communications,
graphic design, filmmaking, social
media (paid and unpaid), website
management, events, GP liaison, and
more. 

Projects in Marketing may include: 

• Copywriting for internal or external
audiences
• Graphic design for print or digital
media
• Filmmaking and editing of
consultant insight pieces or patient
stories 
• Organising events to improve
networking and visual
representation for the hospital
• Research into competitor services
and/or pricing
• Building relationships with
Consultants, patients and other
external parties

Patient Pathway

The Patient Pathway department is
a demanding and changeable
environment, where no day is the
same and patients needs are at the
forefront of all endeavours.  You will
support the management and
strategic development of the Patient
Pathway team by focusing on the
patients’ needs from initial enquiry
through to discharge. Areas that you
will gain experience within will
include; coordinating and
communicating with patients,
liaising with Consultants, developing
knowledge of medical terminology,
implementing VIP protocols,
reviewing pricing structures and
representing The New Foscote
Hospital as the face of our boutique
healthcare facilities over our various
sites.

Projects in Patient Pathway may
include:

• Assisting the review and analysis of
current pathways with a view to
improve efficiency, patient and
consultant satisfaction
• Developing and implementing
innovative pathways for new sites
• Organising and improving the
efficiency of departmental
databases
• Supporting the Patient Pathway
Manager in creating and delivering
excellent Customer Service training
to the team
• A cross-departmental project with
Marketing to increase referrals
• Coordinating a review of the full
patient journey to find areas for
improvement and development

Human Resources

Working within this fast-paced and
dynamic department, you will gain
experience in the variety of
functions that the HR department
provides at both day-to-day and
strategic levels. You will experience
the full life-cycle of employees, and
have involvement in Recruitment &
Selection, Induction, Onboarding &
Orientation, Learning &
Development, Performance
Management, Employee Relations,
Employee Engagement, Employee
Wellbeing, Organisational Culture,
Rewards & Benefits and
Termination. This is an exciting
department to be part of and will
equip future managers with a
grounding in organisational
leadership, cultural capital, people
management and business strategy.  

Projects in Human Resources may
include:

• Networking with local businesses
to form mutually beneficial
partnerships
• Reviewing & developing the
Organisation Values delivery and
training 
• Organising clubs, events and/or
socials to improve staff socialisation
and employee wellbeing
• Researching new trends in
employee health and wellbeing
improvement strategies
• Designing and implementing HR
informational posters 
• Coordinating a review of
performance management
procedures
• Assisting with the development of
recruitment advertising strategies
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Ward
This department is at the very heart of the hospital where
patients are looked after for their pre and post-operative care.

Theatre
This department undertakes many surgical procedures which
are carried out daily to help treat patients medical conditions
and improve their quality of life.

Outpatients
This department welcomes patients through the doors of the
hospital for consultation appointments, minor treatments and
follow ups’

Physiotherapy
This department helps to maintain and restore movement
and functionality after an illness, injury or surgery.  
It is an evidence-based practice that can prevent surgical
procedures. 

Endoscopy
This department offers procedures that look inside of the
body and is examined using an endoscope. There are 3 main
types of endoscopy: gastroscopy, colonoscopy, and flexible
sigmoidoscopy. 

Radiology & Imaging
This department allows experts to diagnose and treat
medical conditions using Ultrasound, CT imaging and X-Ray. 
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Key Project Areas



interpersonal: confidence in forming effective working relationships with a broad range of people,
including working as part of a team
analytical: the ability to draw accurate and informative conclusions from detailed research without losing
sight of the bigger picture
communication: effective oral and written communication of ideas with an excellent command of
English
flexibility: the ability to multitask, including prioritising a dynamic and diverse workload.
independence: the ability to take the initiative and lead on projects

Person Specification 

Qualifications

Key Skills

Personal Attributes

Values
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A 2:1 undergraduate degree (or equivalent) in any discipline. If you are in your final year of undergraduate
study, any offer of employment would be conditional on you obtaining at least a 2:1 degree classification.
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The New Foscote Hospital is looking to recruit recent graduates to its Graduate Management Training
Scheme. The scheme is designed to provide candidates who do not have extensive professional experience

with an introduction to a career in healthcare management. Candidates should explain in their application how
they meet each of the criteria below. 

In addition, the hospital can provide funding for external training course, subject to approval.

All employees of The New Foscote Hospital must demonstrate our five key personal attributes, or  
Duties, within their working lives. The five personal attributes are:

I IV CC

Professional Service - Providing our patients,
consultants, colleagues and external providers with the
finest in professional service and experience

Quality Care - Each patient is treated as an individual,
and is provided with dedicated bespoke care 

Clinical Excellence - We treat patients in world-class
facilities, and colleagues have access to state-of-the-art
equipment and resources

At The New Foscote Hospital our success is measured by
the value we create for our patients, and all staff aim to
follow three core values:
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Safer Recruitment
Managing Groups and Teams
Conflict Management
Mental Health
Information Governance
GDPR
Equality & Diversity
Infection Prevention Control
Emergency First Aid

Creating the opportunity for professional development is a core part of the scheme. Trainees will be
expected to focus on the development of their management and leadership skills through the
placement activities, mentoring and training. 

Trainees are given opportunities to work with senior members of staff, as well as the Scheme Director, to
shape their learning and development objectives. In the second year, there is also the opportunity to
support the management of the scheme including responsibility for recruitment and mentoring roles. 

Throughout the placements trainees are encouraged to develop their skills through additional training and
courses, this helps to supplement their knowledge of healthcare provision and equip individuals for more
senior roles. 
Examples of training courses available in The New Foscote Hospital's Learning and Development Centre
include:

In addition the Hospital can provide funding for external training courses. There is also the opportunity to
attend conferences and events through the scheme run by organisations such as the Independent
Healthcare Providers Network or the Chartered Management Institute.

Professional Development

Salary & Benefits
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33 days paid annual leave including public
holidays
discounted food from our lovely in-house kitchen
pension services
friends and family discounts for hospital
procedures
contribution towards the costs of a professional
qualification subject to conditions 
discounts and cashback on personal purchases
from a wide variety of online and high street
stores via ‘Blue Light Card'

The first-year starting salary is from £20,000.
Progression is subject to a successful performance

review.
 

There are also many additional benefits to working at
The New Foscote Hospital, these include:
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Applications open
The opening date for applications is Monday 7 June 2021.

How to apply
Applicants must have the right to work in the UK.
To apply to the scheme, application forms can be downloaded from:
https://thefoscotehospital.co.uk/vacancies/
All applications must be completed on the official application form.
CVs will not be considered.

Applications close
The closing date for applications is 17.00 on Wednesday 7 July 2021.
Once the application window has closed applicants will be
shortlisted via screening and a small number, typically up to 15, will
be invited for interview. We receive a very high number of
applications every year. To make sure your application stands out,
you need to demonstrate how you meet the person specification.

Interviews
Invitations to interview are likely to be sent in the second week of
July. Interviews are likely to be held in the last two weeks beginning
Monday 19 July 2021. Interviewees will be asked to complete a
series of group and individual exercises in addition to a panel
interview.

Application Outcome
Applicants who attended interview will be informed by Friday 6th
August 2021 if they have been successful.

First day at The New Foscote Hospital
Successful applicants will start the Graduate Management Training
Scheme on Wednesday 15th September 2021. All trainees take part
in the Welcome Programme, a series of events and training which
introduce them to the hospital and their first placement

The Application Process
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Monday 
7 June 2021

APPLICATIONS
OPEN

Wednesday
7 July 2021

APPLICATIONS
CLOSE

 19 - 30 
July 2021

INTERVIEW 
PERIOD

 By Friday 6 
August 2021

APPLICATION
OUTCOME

Wednesday 15
September 2021

FIRST DAY 
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The New Foscote Hospital 
2 Foscote Rise 

Banbury
Oxfordshire
OX16 9XP

For further 
information contact:

hr@foscote.hospital
01295 574605

Interactive links below:

 Contacts:

 Treatments:

 News & Insights:

Contact Us Useful Resources

https://thefoscotehospital.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CQCReport.pdf

https://thefoscotehospital.co.uk/treatments/

https://thefoscotehospital.co.uk/news-insights/ 

https://thefoscotehospital.co.uk/contact/ 

https://thefoscotehospital.co.uk/vacancies/ 

Vacancies:

https://thefoscotehospital.co.uk/consultants/

 Consultants:

Recent CQC Report:

https://thefoscotehospital.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CQCReport.pdf

